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1 Summary
This report describes the results of a geophysical survey and an evaluation excavation at
Welcombe Farm, Charles, Nr Barnstaple, Devon (SS 6839 3375). The geophysical survey
and excavation was undertaken by the Exploring Archaeology Project (XArch) (funded by
the Heritage Lottery Fund and University of Exeter) along with members of the Brayford
Community Archaeology Group. The excavation was a community archaeology initiative
designed to answer specific archaeological questions whilst providing local people with the
opportunity to take part in an archaeological excavation.

The geophysical survey revealed a number of anomalies that are associated with a
prehistoric/Romano-British hillside enclosure comprising of a square central area, partially
surrounded by three ditches and a possible entrance track way. The excavation conducted
over two of the outer ditches failed to determine whether the two ditches are of a similar
date. However, the outer ditch contained a number of pieces of Roman pottery, worked
flint, and two radiocarbon dates, one from the late Bronze age/early Iron age and the other
from the Romano/British period.
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2 Introduction

2.1 Location and historical background
Welcombe farm is situated approximately 1100 m north-west of the village of Charles and
at 237m OD. Further a field, the towns of Barnstaple and South Molton are located 12 kin
and 9.8 kin respectively. The farm is situated at the head of a coombe that runs in an
easterly direction to the River Bray below (Knights and Dunkerley 2006).

The name Welcombe has a long history and has been spelt in many ways (for example, see
Figures 3 & 4). The name 'welcombe' many be derived from natural features such as, a
coombe (which the farm is located on) and natural springs (there are several on the farm
and in the valley). In addition, the presence of willow bushes (withys) in the coombe may
also have given the farm its name. An 1814 map shows that the layout of the farm
buildings and fields has remained largely unchanged except for the loss of some of the field
located on the eastern boundary.

The tithe map gives the names of three field in which the hillside enclosure is located as
Higher Close, Lower Broad Close, and Well Park all of which were used for arable at that
time. On the 1815 map these field arc identified as Higher Brodypark, Lower Brodypark
and Wellpark (Figures 2 & 3). Both the park and close suffixes refer to the fields as
enclosed fields possibly used as pasture (Knights and Dunkerley 2006).

2.2 Geology
The underlying geology consists of Devon Pilton Beds of slates, limestone and sandstone
overlain by fine loamy and silty soils of the Debnbigh 1 series (BGS Survey Sheet 293,
1982).

2.3 Land-use
Currently the land is used as pasture.

2.4 Project background
In recent years a number of archaeological investigations, in the form of geophysical
surveys and excavations, have been conducted in the vicinity of the two villages of Charles
(SS 868 328) and Brayford (SS 686 347), Devon. These investigations have identified
several archaeological features associated with iron working dating to 2nd and 3'" centuries
at Bray Vale and two hillside enclosures one dating to Later Iron Age, or early Romano
British, and the second to the Roman period at Charlestown Barton (Johnson 2000, 2002;
Best 2005; Bray 2007, 140-.148, 162-164, Reed 1999). To the cast of Charlestown Barton,
two pits containing fragments of Neolithic pottery and a possible Neolithic sandstone
macehead were found in the village of Charles (Best 2005; Manning 2000; Reed 1999). An
evaluation excavation conducted by Exeter Archaeology in 2005 located the presence of a
possible Bronze Age barrow and Iron Age and Roman features located 300m to the north
of Charles and on the western side of Bray Valley (Best 2005). Prehistoric activity is clearly
demonstrated further a field by the presence of numerous Bronze Age burial mounds and
Iron Age hill forts located on high ground in particular on Exmoor, Betty Hill, Mockham
Down and Shoulsbury (Best 2005; Knights and Dunkerly 2006, 9; Reed 1999).

7
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Geophysical surveys (using a gradiometer) conducted by Oxford Archaeometrics on behalf
of Hanson Aggregates at Welcombe Farm, Charles, revealed a square enclosure with three
defensive ditches and field systems of probable later prehistoric or Romano-British date
(johnson 2000, 2002). However, not the whole of this enclosure was revealed by the
geophysical survey; the North-western end lies under a field boundary and possibly extends
into a field to the north-west.

In 2004, the North Devon Archaeological Society (NDAS) obtained access to a resistivity
metre and as there was a known archaeological feature at Welcombe Farm, it was thought
this was an appropriate site to train members of the society in the use of geophysical
surveying. Welcombe farm also allowed for a comparison between the two geophysical
survey methods (magnetometery and resistivity). A resistivity survey was conducted over
the triple ditched enclosure and, extended the survey area slighdy to the west. The results
from the resistivity survey showed the same triple ditch enclosure, but highlighted possible
evidence of internal structures within the square enclosure not seen on the previous
gradiometer survey (Knights and Dunkerley 2006).

8
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2 Geophysical survey

2.1 Introduction
In 2006, the XArch Project was asked by the Brayford Community Archaeology
Project to resurvey the enclosure and to conduct a further gradiometer survey in the
field to the north-west of the enclosure field (Area A, Figures 5 & 6). Conducting this
survey gave the XArch Project the opportunity to train community volunteers in
surveying and geophysical surveying techniques using a gradiometer.

2.2 Aims
The aim of the survey was threefold:

• To teach members of the community archaeology group surveymg and
geophysical surveying techniques

• To extend the geophysical survey conducted by Oxford Archaeometrics (Area
B, Figures 5 and 6)

• Repeat the survey in Area B, to highlight more detail of the internal features
within the enclosure and to then be able to explain the results in more detail to
the local community group.

3.3 Methodology
A Bartington Grad601-2 gradiometer was used to survey 47 grids measuring 20m x
20m in two locations (Areas A and B, Figures 5 & 6). Grid reference points were
recorded with a Lecia GPS system 500 and Total Station TCR1205 (Figure 8, Table 3).
Gradiometer readings were taken using a transverse separation of 1m with intervals of
0.25m. The laying out of the grids for the gradiometer survey was difficult due to the
gradient of the land. Consequently, there is some distortion of the survey grids (Figure
8).

Due to change in the management and directorship of the XArch Project, the survey
was undertaken on several occasions and by several people. As a result, there is an
absence of consistency in survey direction and methodology. This is a less than ideal
method in which to conduct a survey and is not recommended.

A Bartington Grad601-2 gradiometer has 2 fluxgate tubes mounted on a frame
positioned 1m apart. The frame also has a central control box that acts as a control
panel and data logger and is operated by using a harness. Each 20 metre square was
surveyed by making repeated traverses walked in a zig-zag fashion. Each traverse was
separated by a distance of 2 metre from the last; the first and last traverses being 1
metre from the nearest parallel square edge (Figure 9, Table 2).

The gradiometer data was processed using the Geoplot 3.0 computer program (fable
1). A high level of clipping was used to limit the effect created by areas with high
ferrous readings. Once the grid was clipped, the basic four processing techniques,
outlined in Table 1, were used to process the data.

9
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GeopJot Processing Methods

Clip (+25 and -25)

Zero mean transverse

Zero mean grid

Lower pass filter

Interpolate

Table 1. G,oplot Processillg methods

3.4. Results
3.4.1. Area A - An area measuring approximately 140m xl00m was investigated using a
gradiometer. The results indicate the presence of a number of anomalies (Figure 6 & 7).
The most striking feature is a linear anomaly that runs in a NW-SE direction in the lower
half of the survey (1). This feature is approximately 80m in length and 2-4m in width.
However, at the NW end there is a second linear feature, with a similar width, that runs
parallel with the first for 20m. At the southern end, the anomaly disappears under an area
that has clearly been disturbed (2). A number of anomalies associated with this disturbed
area are located near an area with evidence of recent burning (3). In the SE corner of the
survey area, there is a discrete area of disturbance which results from a recent excavation
(4) (Knights and Dunkerly 2006). In addition, there are two curved linear features running
parallel with each other and appear to be associated with the ditches and enclosure in Area
B. The survey area had numerous anomalies that had high readings suggesting the presence
of ferrous material (5).

3.4.2. Area 8 - An area measuring approximately 120m x 80m was investigated using a
gradiometer. The results indicate the presence of a number of anomalies (5-11, Figures 6 &
7). There were several areas with readings associated with ferrous material (5). From the
SW corner of the survey area a linear feature heading in a northward direction indicates the
location of a modern pipe (9). This area also contained a number of linear features, which
outline a square enclosure surrounded by three ditches and a possible track way that enters
the enclosure along its eastern face. Within the square enclosure there are several pit like
anomalies (8), there are also several similar anomalies within the areas between the outer
three ditches some of which have been highlighted. There are also several very faint linear
features 4m in length, three of which are orientated east-west and one that is north-south.
The linear anomalies (11) probably represent an old field boundary possibly associated with
the enclosure. In the south-eastern area there are a series of pit like anomalies that form a
semi-circle, the reading from these features suggest that they may results from the presence
of ferrous material.

2.5 Discussion
The long linear feature in Area A (anomaly 1) is probably a geological fault. An
archaeological investigation across this feature found that it contained no artefacts or
features associated with human activity/settlement (Knights per comm.). As the field
contained several pieces of farm equipment and debris, especially around the field
boundary, the presence of a number of ferrous anomalies is not unexpected.

10
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Previous excavation has revealed that the outer ditch (6) contained pottery associated with
the Romano-British period, suggesting that a date can be attributed to this period.
However, no organic material has been used to date this feature (Knights and Dunkerley
2006). The identification of this ditch as a Romano-British origins fits with the evidence of
Roman activity in this area. The inner ditch has not had any further investigations and
therefore it is not known whether this ditch is related to the outer ditch and/or to the
enclosure and ditches identified in Area B.

Area B has revealed a few more features than in the previous magnetometry survey
(Iohnson 2000). The basic outline of the enclosure can be clearly seen, and there are a
number of anomalies within the square enclosure that were not found during the previous
survey and the results also show a difference set of features from the resistivity survey
outlined by Knights and Dunkedy (2006). There arc several possible pits and faint linear
anomalies. However, none form a coherent pattern that enables an interpretation, but they
do suggest that there is a higher level of disturbance within the enclosure than in the areas
between the ditches. The square enclosure measures approximately 40m N-S and 30m E
W, and along its eastern side has a ditch located 3 m from the enclosure, this ditch is only
located on this eastern side and is cut by the entrance tack-way running in an east-west
direction. Two further ditches, which are both approximately 2m in width, surround the
enclosure and are also intercepted by the track-way.

The over all shape of the enclosure that appears in both areas A and B, is similar in shape
and position to other enclosures that have been identified such as, those at Ty Gwyn and
Nantycroy in Pembrokeshire. Both of these enclosures are between 40m-SOm x 4Sm-SSm
rectangular in shape with an entrance way midway along one of the sides and situated on a
valley side (Murphy et a/2006).

11
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The Brayford Community Archaeology group have excavated a number of trenches within
Area A to try and understand some of these features. No radiocarbon dates are available
from these trenches, but the pottery has been dated to 2nd and 3'" centuries which is
consistent with the pottery found in Bray Vale (see Knights and Dunkerly 2006; Bray 2007,
140-.148).

3.1 Aims
The aim of the excavation, conducted in April 2008, was two fold: firstly, the local
community group, having conducted several small-scale excavations, had yet to date or to
fully record the features. Secondly, as the geophysical survey conducted by the XArch
Project located a second ditch it was decided that a small-scale evaluation excavation across
the outer and inner ditch in Area A would help to;

• Determine whether both ditches are of the same date;

• Accurately record the shape and size of the two ditches and any other
archaeological features encountered;

• Place the hillside enclosure within the context of prehistoric and Roman activity
within the area surrounding Welcombe Farm;

• Facilitate community involvement;

• Engage members of the local community in appreciating and valuing their heritage;

• To further evaluate tile archaeological potential of the site;

3.2 Methods
The top soil was removed using a mechanical digger fitted with a toothless bucket. A
trench 15m x 4m was opened with a nom-south orientation to include the two ditch
features identified in the geophysical survey. After the removal of the top soil, the surface
was investigated by hand using mattocks, shovels and trowels. The trench, location of
archaeological features and levels were recorded using a Total Station TRC1205 and GPS
System 500. The three ditch features were excavated in section and recorded using
standard recording methods (plans, sections and photography).

Recordings of all archaeological features were made, with each context being allocated a
unique number. All cuts are presented within [ I brackets, and fills/deposits within ( )
brackets.

A register of drawings, photographs, contexts, small finds, and samples were maintained
during fieldwork and recorded in the site register.

All plans and sections were drawn to scale of 1:20 and 1:10 respectively. All drawings were
made on drafting film, assigned their own number and included standard information such
as site details, personnel, date, north arrow and scale. All drawing were scanned and
digitised. Photographs were taken of archaeological features using a digital camera and
were assigned a number using a continuous numbering system.

12
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3.2.1 Collection and processing of finds

Finds that were found within specific archaeological features were bagged by context and
three-dimensionally recorded and assigned a small finds number (Table 4). On site, Alison
Mills (Bamstaple Museum) identified the pottery. During the post excavation process,
advice was sort from Lee Bray and Gill Juleff regarding a piece of tap slag and small pieces
of heated clay. The conservation team from RAMM were consulted regarding the
identification and conservation of heavily corroded metal object (SF4). Alison Mills,
Graham Langham and Jenny Durrant where consulted regarding the pottery finds and
Danielle Wootton regarding the metal object.

3.2.2 Environmental Sampling Strategy

Samples for possible radiocarbon dating and palaeoenviromental analysis were taken where
deemed appropriate. The majority of finds were located within the outer ditch (Cut 704), a
bulk sample of approximately 20 litres (5%) was removed from context (713) for dating
purposes. The sample was wet sieved and the flecks of charcoal removed for AMS dating.
A charcoal sample was also removed during excavation for dating purposes from context
(702).

The two charcoal samples were sent to Catherine Griffiths (University of Wales, Lampeter,
Archaeological Services) for identification and to Beta Analytic for radiometric and AMS
dating (Table 1; Appendix 1).

3.3 Results
Although the geophysical survey located two ditches within the excavation area, by
extending the trench slightly to the south of the geophysical survey area, the excavation
located a third ditch. In the north-west comer of the trench, a possible tree bowl was
located. No other archaeological features were identified during the excavation. The results
from the three ditches are given first and then the tree bowl and all are presented with the
stratigraphic sequence from latest to earliest.

The top soil (701) was removed with a mechanical digger, mattock and trowel to a depth of
0.20-0.29m. Context (701) consisted of a soft, light brown, clay, silty sandy soil with a large
number of stone inclusions at the southern end of the trench. In addition, a number of
finds, including modem tiles, metal objects, bone and quartz were found in this context.
Contexts (702), (703), (705), (707) and cuts [704], [706], [708] lay directly beneath (701).
The subsoil, 703, also ran across the whole trench and was cut by [704], [706], [708] and
[710]. Context (703) consisted of a light orange brown soil and shillet. The shillet ran in a
north-south direction. No finds were found in this context.

3.3.1 Ditch 1 (704)

Due to time constraints it was not possible to excavate the whole of this feature. A balk,
approximately 0.90 em in width was left unexcavated across its centre. Ditch 1 cuts context
(703) and contained fills (702), (711), (712), (713), (714), and is orientated east-west. Fill
(702) was a compacted brown to orange-brown lens. This fill had a depth of 0.36-0.55m
with a width of 1.82m-1m and length of between 2.10m and 1.33m. Fill (702) contained a
number of pieces of Roman pottery sherds (SFl and SF2), worked flint (SF5) and charcoal.
The charcoal was extracted for radiocarbon dating (Sample 1). Fill (712) had a depth of
0.21m-0.l0m and width of 1.55-1.30m. This fill had a crumbly texture and mid brown in
colour with occasional flecks of charcoal. In contrast to fill (712), fill (713) was slightly

13
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darker. Fill (713) was located in the middle of [704), had a depth of 0.30m and width of
2m-1.80m and contained a nwnber of pottery sherds (SF3). A bulk sample (Sample 2) was
taken from this fill. Fill (714) was the final fill of [704], mid brown in colour with a width
1.40m and a variable depth between 0.10-0.15. All fills in feature [704) were dry sieved on
site to look for artefacts, only one small piece of pottery was found.

The northern slope of this ditch was vertical whereas the southern end had a much more
gradual slope, and the base of the ditch was fairly flat. Contexts (714) and (711) were
separated by a thin layer of iron panning

4.3.2. Ditch 2 [706)

This was also a linear ditch running parallel to Ditch 1, contained fills (703), (705) and cut
[706). Cut [706) had gradual sloping sides and a concave base, 4 m in length, 1.52m wide
with a depth 0.42m. Context (705) consisted of a soft light brown deposit with flecks of
yellow. The soil was compacted on the southern side and contained shillet, small flecks of
charcoal and at the northern edge, a nwnber of large stones. At the base of the ditch, in fill
(705), a single corroded metal object (SM 4) was found, no other finds were located within
this feature or in fill (705).

4.3.3. Ditch 3 [708)

Ditch 3 is a linear ditch running east to west at the southern end of the excavation trench
and contained fill (707). This feature was not fully excavated as some of the ditch lay
outside the trench area and the feature was only excavated to two metres along its east-west
axis. The excavated element of the ditch measured 2m x 0.28m, with a depth of 0.42m; the
western end being slightly narrower than the eastern end and the northern cut had an
almost vertical edge. Context (707) was a dark brown fill of friable and loose consistency
that contained stone, charcoal, roots and a fragment of concrete, small pieces of pottery,
bone and glass. Running along the base of this ditch was a modem water pipe. The
presence of a piece of concrete in the fill, modem artefacts and a modern water pipe at the
base of the pit confirms that this is a modern ditch. The ditch consists of a single
secondary deposit (707) indicating a single back filling event.

4.3.4. Tree hollow [710)

This was sub-circular feature [710] cut into context (703) and had both irregular sides and
base, with a diameter of 1.40 m (whole feature was not excavated as substantial section
lying outside the excavation area) and a depth of 0.17m. The fill (709) consisted of a soft,
course, clayey, orangey brown deposit. The fill was sterile.

The tree hollow is a shallow sub-circular feature located in the north-west comer of the
trench. It inconsistency in shape suggests that this is not an artificial feature and most likely
represents the location of a tree.

14
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4.3.5. Radiocarbon dates

Sample Dala Sample Material Measured Converted 2 sigma calibration
Number Radiocarbon Radiocarbon
/context age Age

Wel-08-T7 -1 2 Charcoal 1880±40BP 1900±40BP 1930-1730 Cal BP (20-220

(Radiometric) (713)
Cal AD)

Wel-0S-T7 -2 1 Charcoal 2750±50BP 2760±50BP 2960-2760 Cal BP

(AMS) (702) (1010-810 Cal BC)

Table 2. Radiocarbon dales

4.3.6. Plant remains (Identified and discussed by C]. Griffiths)

The majority of the charred remains where identified as oak (Quercus spp) and hazel (COTJ'/US
ave/lana L.) and one charred bullace, damson stone (Pronus domestica ssp. lnsititia (L).

3.4 Discussion
The excavated section of ditch 1 was 4 m in length (with a 0.90m wide bulk left in the
middle of the ditch) and 2 m wide to a depth of approximately 0.90m (east-west
orientation). The southern slope had vertical sides whereas the northern edge was more
gradual, possibly resulting from the natural erosion of the ditch. The ditch contained
secondary fills that were gradually deposited resulting in a slow build up of deposits
overtime. The majority of the fills were deposited from the northern end of the ditch, most
likely resulting from hill wash, with only the later two deposits sloping in from the
southern end and these are the deposits (702 and 713) that contained the pottery, a worked
flint and charcoal. There does not appear to be any evidence of deliberate dumping or
large collapses of material.

The charred plant remains from contexts (713) and (702) indicate that both oak and hazel
were growing in the area. The presence of bullace/damson stone may suggest that the fruit
was deliberately brought to the site as food, or it may have entered accidentally with the
wood collected as fuel, however, no cherry (prones spp.) charcoal was noted in the sample
(Griffiths 2008).

The two charred plant remain deposits from this feature were dated to the late Bronze
Age/Early Iron Age (1010-810 Cal BC) and to the Roman period (20-220 Cal AD). The
Roman pottery found in this pit consisted mainly of black burnished ware cooking pots,
however, the fabric differs from the typical black burnished ware made in Dorset and in
the southwest. The pottery has been dated to 1" - mid 3'" century (Durrant pers comm.) and
corresponds with the later radiocarbon dates. The pottery tended to be located in discrete
pockets. For example, three pieces of rim and 6 pieces of body were found together and
are from the same piece of pot (SF 1) and further 26 sherds (SF 3) from the same context
possibly also representing a single pot (Durrant pers comm.). A single piece of worked flint,
in the form of a scraper, was found in context (702) indicates possible earlier prehistoric
activity in the vicinity.

The presence of tap slag and burnt clay, are possible evidence of furnace lining (Bray pers
cOlllm). However, this does not necessarily indicate that metal working was undertaken at
this site, but there is evidence of Roman iron working at Bray Valley Quarries and Bray
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Vale, and further a field at Sherracombe Ford, approximately 4 miles to the north of
Charles on Exmoor 0uleff 1999, Reed 1999; Bray 2007). In addition, the geophysical
survey results do not suggest that there is evidence of iron working within the enclosure
area, however, the geophysical results may be slightly masked by the presence of three
areas with very high readings suggesting the presence of ferrous material. Both tap slag and
smithing slag were also found during a previous excavation (Knights and Dunkerley 2006).

The date, 20-220 Cal AD, is similar to dates obtained from other Iron Age/Roman
features in the surrounding area including, the late Iron Age and Roman features found
during a watching brief at Bray Valley and a hillside enclosure (Enclosure A, 20-230 AD)
near Charles (Reed 1999; Best 2005; Bray 2007). Further a field, Roman Iron working sites
at Sherracombe Ford, Exmoor, dated to Cal BC 170-70 AD (Bray 2007).

The over all shape of the enclosure that appears in both areas A and B is similar in shape
and location to other enclosures that have been identified such as those at Ty Gwyn and
Nantycroy, Pembrokeshire. Both of these enclosures are between 40m -SOm x 4Sm -SSm
rectangular in shape with an entrance way through a ditch midway along one of the sides
of the enclosure and are situated on the side of a valley (Murphy et at 2006). As we can see
there are similarities with the enclosure at Welcombe Farm both in size and location.
Interestingly, Murphy et at (2006) also question the defence nature of both Ty Gwyn and
Nantycroy due to their location on a slope.

The earlier Iron Age/late Bronze Age date and the presence of a single flint artefact
indicates prehistoric activity in the vicinity, but the mixing of Roman artefacts with
prehistoric, suggests that maybe the earlier dates results from a mixing of context or that
the ditches may actually be earlier than the suggested Iron Age/Romano British date.

Ditch 2 is a section of a ditch feature measuring 4 m in length 0.75 m in width. The ditch is
orientated east-west. Ibis feature has only one secondary fill deposit (705) suggesting that
the ditch was filled in one event. Apart from a single metal find (SM 4), this deposit was
sterile. The lack of any evidence of Roman finds and the metal object means we ate
currently, unable to confirm the date of this ditch.

The eroded metal object has an oval ring (approx 7cm x Scm) and a hook. The object is 13
ern in length. The ring and hook appear to be made from a single piece of iron, although
the ring maybe loose rather than fixed. The tip of the hook has a knob on the end that
suggests that whatever hung from it could not easily slip off or it was used to suspend
something that would be damaged by a sharp end. Although a precise match has yet to be
made, similar hooks have been found in both Roman and medieval contexts (Manning
1985). Further speculation suggests that the object may be associated with horse or oxen
harnesses.

No matter how limited the excavation was, it has proven to be particularly significant. Just
from the geophysical results, ditches (1 and 2) could have easily been interpreted as being
of the same age and connected to the enclosure in Area B. Whether the ditch features in
Area B represent activity from more than one period can only be answered through further
archaeological investigation in this area..

Furthermore, the geophysical survey and excavation has helped to increase our
understanding of the archaeology and history of this area and in helping to place
Welcombe Farm in a prehistoric, historic and geographical context.
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4 Recommendations
TIlls report represents an initial stage of an archaeological investigation, presents the
analysis of the results and provides a record that can be used to target further assessment
and analysis.

At the conclusion of the geophysical survey and evaluation excavation, the following tasks
have been achieved:

• This report forms part of the archive outlining the results of the excavation and
survey.

• All context sheets, finds and sample recording sheets have been completed and
archived

• All photographs have been indexed and catalogued

• All finds have been cleaned, catalogued and stored in acid free box

• Charred plant remains has been examined, identified and archived in acid free
boxes

No doubt due to Hanson expanding the quarry, this enclosure will be fully excavated in the
future and until then, we can only speculate on the significance of these features. TIlls site
has huge archaeological potential and will add greatly to the existing knowledge of
prehistoric and Roman activity in the area. However, due to the interest of the local
community in this site, it is recommended that they are fully involved with any further
archaeological investigation.

5 Project archive
The project's documentary, photographic and drawn archive is housed at Barnstaple
Museum (NNDMS 2008.98). The contents of this archive are as listed below:

1. A project file containing site records.

2. Field plans stored in an A2-size plastic envelope

3. Finished plans and sections are stored as Electronic drawings stored In the
directory

4. Digital colour photographs archived under the following index numbers

5. TIlls report held in cligital form as: Wotd Document

6. Artefacts and environmental material retrieved during the project are stored at
Barnstaple museum.
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Fig. 2: 18141arm survey ofWilcombe Farm

Fig. 3: 1842 TithemapofWilcombe Farm
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Ortho.
Point Id Easting Nothings Height
gp1 2683707 133733.7 235.2119
gp2 268374.7 133720.2 233.1956
gp3 268390.4 133737.1 234.3573
gp4 268392.6 133723.2 232.5246
gp5 268410.1 133740.3 233.4026
gp6 268412.3 133726.5 231.6104
gp7 268429.8 133743.5 232.3572
gp8 268432.1 133729.8 230.901
gp9 268449.3 133746.9 231.4098
gp10 268451.8 133733.1 230.1661
gp11 268469.2 133750.1 230.3101
gp12 268471.5 133736.2 228.9281
gp13 268488.9 133753.3 228.9986
gp14 268491.2 133739.7 227.4167
gp15 268494.5 133720 225.0796
gp16 268474.9 133716.7 226.3208
gp17 268455.1 133713.5 227.5101
gp18 268435.5 133710.1 228.4794
gp19 268415.8 133706.9 229.4032
gp20 268395.8 133703.6 230.1089
gp21 268398.8 133684.4 225.91
gp22 268418.6 133687.4 224.9323
gp23 268438.5 133690.7 224.0268
gp24 268458.2 133694.1 223.3439
gp25 268441.6 133671.5 219.3329
gp26 268421.8 133668.2 2198225
gp27 268402 133665.1 221.0364
gp40 268386.4 133762.4 237.0489
gp41 268366.8 133759.1 238.2649
gp42 268347.1 133755.9 239.6771
gp43 268327.4 133752.7 241.2782
gp44 268307.9 133749.7 242997
gp45 268288.3 133746.5 244.2631
gp46 268291.3 133726.7 242.4066
gp47 268310.8 133730.3 240.8164
gp48 268333.4 133713.6 236.6057
gp49 268313.7 133710.6 238.0162
gp50 268284.9 133766.3 245.807
gp51 268304.8 133769.5 244.7042
gp52 268324.5 133772.2 243.1528
gp53 268344 133775.8 241.3022
gp54 268363.7 133778.9 239.7223
gp55 268383.3 133782.2 238.0951
gp56 2683775 133801.5 239.174
gp57 268360.5 133798.6 240.8389
gp58 268340.9 133795.5 242.5908
gp59 268321.2 133792 244.2418
gp60 268301.6 133789 245.6149
gp61 268281.8 133785.8 246.658
gp62 268278.5 133805.5 247.4148
gp63 268298.4 133808.7 246.3397
QP64 268318.1 133811.8 244.9481

27

gp65 268337.7 133815.1 243.4883
gp66 268357.4 133818.5 241.7405
gp67 268354.1 133838.2 242.0989
gp68 268334.5 133835 243.8216
gp69 268314.8 133832 245.3563
gp70 268295.2 133828.5 246.7751
gp71 268275.7 133825.4 247.9111
gp72 268272.2 133845.1 247.8243
gp73 268291.8 133848.2 246.5808
gp74 268311.5 133851.6 245.0657
gp75 268331 133855 243.5718
gp76 268327.7 133874.7 243.2047
gp77 268307.9 133871.3 244.6966
gp78 268288.4 133867.9 246.1459

Table 3: Location ofgridp'gs used for tbe g,ophysical
suroty Iisil1g GPS system 500 and Total Station
TCR1205.
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Fig. 10: Photo 27, Diu» 1: Eastfaaog lmioo

Fig. 11: Photo 31, Dit,h 1: IF,,tfadog It,/ioo
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Fig. 12: Photo 29, Ditch 2:
If/eslfating seaion

Fig. 13: Photo 18, Ditch 3:
Eastfacing section
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_I _, ___ ______ _ _, _ _, ___'_ __
Small Find Weight
no. Tvpe Context no. Description (!lms) Identification

1"·2" Century, black burnished ware, Roman
1 Pottery 702 9 Sherds includinq rims 43 cooking pot
2 Pottery 702 3 Sherds 28.3 Probable Roman pollery - cooking pot

3 Pottery 713 body sherd with base 24.1 Mid 3 century, black burnished ware -cooking pot

4 Iron 705 Iron lump with 2 holes 512.3
5 Flint 702 1 piece of worked flint 5.3 Prehistoric

25 pieces -body and base Mid 3'" century, black burnished ware -cooking pot
Pottery 713 sherds 102.4

Table 4. Smallfinds

Type Context Nos Description Weight (gms)
Bone 701 3 animal bones 230.3
Glass 701 1 piece of Glass 10.3
Flint 701 Worked Flint (burnt) 25.1

Pollerv 701 65sherds 535.2
Tile 701 5 sherds of modern tile (red) 239.9

Quartz 701 1 piece 11.3
Unknown 701 3 pieces of hard, black substance (poss. coal) 6.1

Quartz 701 1 lee + 3 small pieces of quartz 151.7
Metal 701 10 metal objects of farmers machinery i.e sprinos 454.50

Charcoal 702 3 charcoal findinas 6.8
Pottery 702 1 small sherd of ootterv 4.2
Quartz 702 4 quartz stones 28
Metal 702 Burnt Material (12 pieces) 66.6
Metal 702 2 pieces of material (poss. metal) 26.1
Flint 702 1 piece of Flint 10.2

Quartz 703 2 Very Small pieces of Quartz 4.1
Flint 705 1 small piece of flint 3.9
stao 707 2 pieces of slac & 1 piece of tap slaq 118.6

Plastic+Pollerv 707 Modern plastic and 1 sherd of pottery 4.8
Metal UIS Eroded Metal (11 pieces) 76.2

Table 5: Otberfinds
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WELCOMBE

Site Name FARM Site Code WEL08

Context Type Plan Section
Number Trench 7 (Cut/Deposit/Build) Description No. No. Date Init.

701 7 Deposit Top Soil 21/04/2008 SW
702 7 Fill Roman Ditch Fill 1 7,9 21/04/2008 SW
703 7 Deposit Orange Sub Soil 1 21/04/2008 SW
704 7 Cut Cut of Ditch 1 7,9 21/04/2008 SW
705 7 Fill Darker Ditch Fill 1 3,5,8 21/04/2008 SW
706 7 Cut Cut of Ditch 1 3,5,8 21/04/2008 SW
707 7 Fill Dark Stony Fill 1 6 21/04/2008 SW
708 7 Cut Cut of Ditch 1 6 21/04/2008 SW

Fill tree Bowl-
709 7 Fill 710 2 4 24/04/2008 FS
710 7 Cut Cut of Tree Bowl 2 4 24/04/2008 FS
711 7 Fill Fill of Ditch-704 n/a 7,9 24/04/2008 FS
712 7 Fill Fill of Ditch-704 n/a 7,9 24/04/2008 FS
713 7 Fill Fill of Ditch-704 n/a 7,9 25/04/2008 FS

Table 6: Con/ext Index

Site WELCOMBE
Name FARM Site Code WEL08
Sample Quantity- Plan Section
no. Context no. (Bags/Litres) Description no. no. Date Init.

Charcoal
1 702 1/8 approx bag Lumps 23-Apr RM
2 713 20 Litres Soil Sample 23-Apr RM

Table 7: Sample Index
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Site Name WELCOMBE FARM Site Code WEL08
Camera 1
Photo No. Plan/Section Description Context Nos Date Init.

1 Plan Trench 7 70B/702-SF 22/04/2008
PC

2 Plan Trench 7 70B/702-SF 22/04/2008 PC

Plan Trench 7 70B/702-SF
22/04/2008 PC3

Plan Trench 7 70D/702-SF 22/04/2008 PC4

Plan Trench 7-Ditch 702-EF
22/04/2008 PC5

6 Plan Trench 7-Ditch 702-EF 22/04/2008 PC

Trench 7-Ditch 702-EF
22/04/2008 PC7 Plan

Trench 7-Ditch 702-EF 22/04/2008 PC8 Plan

Trench 7-Ditches 703-south end Facing East
22/04/2008 PC9 Plan

Plan Trench 7-Ditches 703-south end Facing East
22/04/2008 PC10

11 Trench 7-Ditches 703-south end Facing East
22/04/2008 PCPlan

Trench 7-Ditches 703-south end Facing East 22/04/2008
PC12 Plan

13 Section West Facing of-706 706-705 24/04/2008
SW

14 Section West Facing of-706 706-705 24/04/2008
SW

15 Section South Facing of-705 706-705 24/04/2008
SW

16 Section South Facing of-705 706-705 24/04/2008
SW

17 Section East Facing of-708 708-707 24/04/2008
SW

18 Section East Facing of-708 708-707
24/04/2008

SW

19 Section West Facing of-710 710-709
24/04/2008

SW

20 Section West Facing of-710 710-709 24/04/2008
SW

21 Section East Facing of-706 706
25/04/2008

SW

22 Section East Facing of-706 706 25/04/2008
SW

23 Section East Facing of-706 706
25/04/2008

SW

24 Section West Facing of Box Section 703 25/04/2008
SW

25 Section West Facino of Box Section 703 25/04/2008
SW
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Site Name WELCOMBE FARM Site Code WEL08
Camera 1
Photo No. Plan/Section Description Context Nos Date Init.

26
Section

East face of 704 704
25/04/2008

PC

27
Section

East face of 704 704
25/04/2008 PC

28
Section

East face of 704 704
25/04/2008 PC

29
Section

Post Ex of Ditch 2, 706 706
25/04/2008 PC

30
Section

Post Ex of Ditch 2, 706 706
25/04/2008 PC

31
Section

West face of 704 704
25/04/2008 PC

32
Section West face of 704

704
25/04/2008 PC

33
West face of 704

704
25/04/2008 PCSection

Table 8: Photographic index

WELCOMBE Site
Site Name FARM Code WEL08
Drawing no. Plan/Section Trench Description Content Nos Date Init.

1 Plan 7 REE/EX Plan 703-702-705-707
24/04/2008

SW

2 7 EX Plan of 703-704-706-708-710
24/04/2008

FSPlan

Section 7 706/705 West Face Ditch 706-705
24/04/2008

FS3

Section 7 Tree Bowl 710-709
24/04/2008

FS4

Section 7 South Face Ditch 706-705
24/04/2008

FS5

6 Section 7 South Face Pipe Line 708-707
24/04/2008

FS

Section 7 East facing Section-704 704-702-711-713-712
24/04/2008

FS7

8 Section 7 West Facing Section-Ditch 706-705
24/04/2008

FS

Section 7 West Facinq Ditch+DRA 704-702-711-713-712
24/04/2008

FS9
Table 9: Drawtng Index
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Appendix 1

8 Charcoal Identification by c. J. Griffiths (University of Wales, Lampeter,
Archaeological Services September 2008)

8.1 Introduction
The two samples (wel-08-T7-1 and wel-08-T7-02) were looked at for species identification with reference
to the charcoal and other charred plant macro fossils.

8.2 Methods
The charcoal identification was done using a Leica D MR microscope, using the standard reference text
(Schweingruber 1978 ), other plant material identification was done using a Wild MS stereomicroscope
and with reference to the standard texts and modern reference material held at the palaeobotanical
laboratory, University of Wales, Lampeter. Nomenclature follows Stace 1991.

8.3 Results
Of the two samples, wcl-08-T7-1 and wel-08-T7-02 contained small quantities of charcoal

Wcl-08-T7-1 had 5 identifiable charcoal fragments which were all identified as oak !Quem's spp.).

'The sample also produced a charred bullace,damson stone (Prunus domestica ssp. insititia (L.) Bonner &

Layens).

Wel-08-T7-2 produced 10 identifiable charcoal fragments two were identified as hazel (Corylus ave/lana L.)
and eight as oak !Quercus spp.)

8.4 Discussion
The samples (1 and 2) from Wel-08-T7 indicate that both oak and hazel were growing in the area. 'The
presence of the bullace/damson stone may indicate that the fruit was deliberately brought to the site as
food, or it may have entered accidentally with wood collected for fuel, however no cherry (Prunus spp.)
charcoal was noted in the sample.

8.5 Bibliography

Schweingruber , F. 1978 Microscopic Wood Anatomy

Stace C. 1981 Newflora ofthe British Isles Cambridge: University Press
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